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The thesis questions the scenario for the necessity of urbanization of the 
rurality in China. Or perhaps, keeping it as the natural area, with the Weo/ogy o f 
'naturbanizationattracting urban people to migrate to here as if they would like 
to work, live in the self-sustained community in the natural environment Under 
the financial tsunami and environmental crisis, it Is time to have reflection on the green 
lands' potential for designing the future development. They could have the value to 
promote ecotourism to attract urban people and shape the self-sustained community 
under 'naturbanization'. Ecotourism also functions as an employment buffer and pull 
locals, migrants and visitors together to work symbiotically in the natural area for finan-
cial and social sustainability. SanShan is illustrated as an experimental site because or 
its advantageous culture and location and importance in future PRD development, 
• » . ' 
Currently threatened situation in Pearl River Delta 
Under the study by Guangdong Statistics Bureau, YRD could have better 
position than PRD in the future in terms of technology, education promotion, re-
gional image, industrial structure and financial service development Apart from 
the external impact to the future development of PRD, it has already suffered from its 
local dilemma in terms of unbalanced urban patterns and ruining ecological environ-
ment: 
• . - . 
1. Urban Pattern - Settlement and Labour Force 
Under the industrial modernization, the ecx)nomy has undergone the dramatic 
change. Farming has been replacedby the manufacturing industry. It, correspond-
ing to attract more and more people are moving to cities for the industrial settlement, 
farmers become workers in the industries. And farmland will be converted for 
trial or residential use for the future development. Could 'greenland' coexist with this 
chang©*^ 
However, currently/under the financial tsunami, thousands of industries had 
shut down. The migrant-labors became unemployed and homeless. Perhaps it is a 
high time to rethink and seek for the new model to sustain the local living quality for the 
future development. 
2. Ecological Ruins , “ 
Because of the natural topography of waterways and estuaries, settlements 
of industries are along the streams for easy sewage discharge. Thus the aquatic 
ecosystem has been threatened by the improper sewage discharge from the in-
dustries. Though the sewage treatment plants have been set up along the waterways, 
it cannot catch the rate of urban industrialization. Are there any alternative activities to 
sustain the township withogt compromising the aquatic ecosystem? 
Advocating ecotourism in PRD 
Under the market opening-ups and reformation, the tourism explosion has 
been happening in China as well. The World Tourism Organization forecasts that Chi-
na will become the number one tourist destination by the year 2020, Responding to 
balance between the environment, economic growth and social culture, ecotourism 
should be introduced instead of the mass traditional tourism. 
Ecotourism is a responsible travel which is an integration of recreatiqn, 
education and economic benefit Thus, there are three aspects should be under 
consideration: (1) Appreciating the natural environment is the triggering point pf 
ecotourism. conserving the natural area is a must. The undeveloped area could stay 
natural, rather than changing the land use to be industrial purposes for any economic 
benefits. (2) Furthermore, to sustain the ecotomsm, providing empowerment for lo-
cal people is essential, including financial and knowledgeable benefits. It could 
be beneficial to the unemployed, low educated labors for strengthening their com-
petitiveness. (3) Architecturally, building tourism infrastructure is also essential for 
maintaining the ecotours. 
Promoting the idea of 'campus' ’ the integral of learning, working and liv-
ing, would favor the ecotour. Accommodation such as lodge should be the home for 
the travelers. Schooling could also be equipped for educating both the locals and the 
travelers in ecological knowledge. Means of traveling within the region should also be 
eco-friendly to reduce carbon emission. Proposed ecotour seeks for the substantial 
system in terms o f learning, living and working, promoting the new mode of life 
in the estuary. 
SanShan, a historical floral harbour, the locals are well equipped with the 
flower farming experience. It is their unique earning skill as well. Once land uses are 
all changed, they become jobless and even losing their self identity, raising a social 
problem. Thus, implementing the floral ecotourism in SanShan could revitalize the 
traditional activity, so as to provide employment for locals, but also evoke the historical 
significance and cultural value of SanShan so as to act as a unique label In China. 
Naturbanization: a paraphrase of 
counter-urbanization, it begins from 
the attraction that protected natural 
areas exercise towards a section of 
the population which wishes to live， 
work and enjoy its free time in sur-
roundings with a high Gnvironmon-
tal value. 
'MJ. Prados 
A wider agenda what is the role tor architecture in this respect? Can it become a de-
vice for that process? Can it take an active position on these issues? Can it formulate spatial direc-
tions rather than fearful reactions? Is it possible to enlarge the scope of architecture again? Can it 
point to wider issues and show alternatives? Can architecture dare to propose and defend, instead 
of only contributing cynicism? Can it contribute beyond its own domain toward other agendas such 
as globalization, free migraion, the diviosn between rich and poor, ecology or demands for a more 
intensive use of the Earth? How can it facilitate or criticize technical and social changes, and even 
economic innovation? In short, can architecture once again offer a perspective? 
P r o d u c t s More than in the past, architecture now has the potential to occupy a wide range 
of communicate possibilities through various media and scales. Its "products" can be extremely 
varied and rich: they can range from beautiful objects that bring perspective and calm to daily life, 
to apocalyptic proposals that call or even scream for a reaction. Architects work not only on build-
ings but on regional planning as well; they work within the field of research and education, theatre, 
art installations, and political programs. This makes it possible to visualize potential at local, re-
gional and global levels. It can offer alternatives to current tendencies. It can potentially suggest 
societal directions by literally constructing thoughts. 
…We can draw a useful analogy here between ecomasterplanning and the design of 
surgical prosthetics in medicine, A successful prosthesis requires an effective biointe-
gration between the prosthetic device and its host organic body to which it is attached 
or connected. In a similar way, ecomasterplanning designs for the effective biointe-
gration of our built environment both mechanically and organically with its own host 
system, in this case the landscape's ecological systems. 
A surgical prosthesis in medicine and our built environment (buildings, roads, bridges, 
et(^ ) are, after all, both artificial and synthetic human constructs. In both cases, failure 
t? integrate effectively with their respective organic hostsresults in rejection or disloca-
tion, something that may even lead to long-term negative consequences for the host. 
In the case of the built environment, poor biointegration could result in disruption and/ 
or devastation of local ecosystems and their processes as well as adversely impacting 
other systems downstream and, eventually, regional and global biosystems. 
It is vital to ensure compatibility of the prosthesis with its host at the outset in ecologi-
cally sensitive locations, human intervention of any kind should be prohibited. Ifourde-
signed system's activities and processes are incompatible with the site's ecology, the 
enforced imposition of such a development on the landscape could result in negative 
environmental impacts not just locally but elsewhere (eg in the siltation of waterwats). 
了he construction of our urban settlements as well as our manufacturing and process-
ing activities contribute to making the biosphere more and more inorganic, synthetic 
ai^d increasingly biologically simplified. To continue doing what we have always done 
\^ithout seeking ecological redress by balancing the abiotic with the biotic content in 
the biosphere means simply adding to its increasing artificiality, thereby rendering out 
biosphere more and more inorganic and, in the process, reducing its complexity and 
biodiversity. 
Ecomasterplan design must reverse this trend by balancing out built environment with 
greater levels of biomass; by built forms; and by complementing their inorganic content 
with appropriate organic biomass. 
j " a nutshell, ecomasterplanning should not be viewed as just another system within 
tjje natural environment. The built system's existence has ecological consequences; 
the way it functions and interacts with other systems over its entire life cycle must be 
^enignly integrated with the natural environment. It is the careful consideration of a 
built system's entire life cycle - adaptation of the site, sourcing of materials, method of 
construction, impact of associated activities and potential for disassembly and benign 
reintegration - that will provide the most realistic view of its cumulative effect on the 
environment. 
In summary, ecomasterplanning 
is the environmentally benign and 
seamless biointegration of these 
four infrastructures - the green 
(eco) infrastructure, the grey (eco 
engineering) infrastructure, the 
blue (water management) infra-
structure and the red (human) in-
frastructure of buildings, enclosure 
and hardscapes，at the physical, 
systemic and termporal levels… 
introduction 
Scenario ofSanShan 
1. Urbanization: SanShan developed as urban area, all landuse has 
been changed. People from rural area moved to urban，resulting high 
carbon footprint urban living characters, 
2 . De-Urbanization: Because of the efficient transportation network， 
people move to the smaller town or village becasue of the better 
living environment But they still work in the urbanity. It results the 
high carbon emission. 
3. Naturbanization: Sanshan keeps as the natural area，people's 
movement from urban area to here as if they would like to work, live 
in the self-sustained community in the natural environment 
Urban population 
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Under planning, Guangzhou and Foshan will be integrated to form a mega-metro艰命:;、.',::•知 
politan in China. Once the two urbanized townships were integrated. SanShan 
the middle will provide a very cruaal agenda for the future development. It is the last、,.].:?,..，？."" 
piece of greenland which serve for about 35 million people (21 million residents & Mp i^^ -v :..::::.》:.•::'.、 
millions floating population) in 7000km^ metropolitan. The question is how to developp '^ >r^ '、:濟」： 
this piece of undeveloped area. ri^ J®——— 





REFLECTION on the green lands' potential for 
designing the future development They could have the value to 
promote ecotourism to attact urban people and shape the self-
sustained community in SanShan under Naturbanization*. Eco-
tourism also functions as an employment buffer and pull locals, mi-
grants and travelers together to work symbiotically in the natural area 












* Naturbanization: It is a parahrase of counter-urbanization, it begins from the attraction 
that protected natural areas exercise towards a section of the population which wishes to 
live, work and enjoy its free time in surroundings with a high environmental value. 
source: Naturbanization: 'New identities and processes for rural-natural areas-Conceptual and 
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7 0 % ’減至現在便40% ’小麥、粟來及大豆 
更幾乎100%由外國入口 ’本土生產肉類， 
特別是牛肉和猪肉，供應比例亦由1960年的 
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BACKGROUND OF PRO 
SanShan situates at the Pearl River Delta, the estuary region. Water could be a crucial element 
highly impacts the urban formulation. Also, water could be the bonding links between the human 
activitiesand human settlement. Urban form compariosn studies was made for three different water 
urban patterns for different human activities. 
2.1 urban form with water 
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Zhouzhuang in Suzhou 
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2.1 urban form with water 
Human settlement in 
trade market 






Human settlement in 
S SA • m ^  Stm^ m ^m K ^ ^^ mjmj^ sjaa • • BA SMK-
Water as the economic backbone/origin in agricultural community Water as the transportation infrastructure for the trade market Water as the drainage infrastructure for the factories 
23 




Human settlement comparison 

2.2 background of PRD 
Aaricultural Land Loss (1982-1996) 
1 % - 1 0 % 
10.01%-； 
III 20.01%--
1 = 1 40.01%-i 
2.2 background of PRD 




> MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY 
FACTORY WORKERS 
> 
Past Situation: Under industrialization, agricultural land turned to be industrial purposes, yob natures have to be changed due to higher paid/ 
farmland excavation. 
Ecological Suffer: Industries settlement ruins the ecological environment due to the excessive sewage discharge 
Current Scenario: After financial tsunami, thousands of industries shut down, it led to unemployment. Migrant workers become homeless and 
workless 
2.2 background of PRD 
As a result of the changes in the domestic and international economic 
environments, Ihe favourable f a c t o r s ^ h i c h have attributed to the rapid economic 
growth of the PRD Region are now ^ r i i n g . This is reflected in four areas: (1) The 
wage4evel, a deciding factor of production cost, has risen considerably; (2) With the 
prefcrentiaL.policy> enjoyed exclusively by the PRD Region in the early days of 
• 队 即 以 乂 o i i n t r y ’ the policy advantage of the Region has 
diminished; (3) The»momeiiUinL.cjreatecLb>abe,^anst�er�ofy-Iong4CongTindusti..ies�has 
weakened. On the one hand, since about SO从 of Hong K o n g ' s labour-intensive 
industries have.moved-toHhe-^Mainland^.in particular the PRD Region, the scope for 
further transfer is drying 崎-need‘for.thcrPRD 
RegioiUo.establislvmoreledmotoiy…riente小an#higlFcaf)ital"4ndus比ies;i41cmg Kong, 
itself suffering the same deficiency, has failed lo provide the Region with an ample 
supply of the required technological resources; and (4) Consequent to changes in the 
overall domestic demand and the increased output of inland inciuslries, lhe^iiar.keU 
shaneofrBRD Region'products*in^Ghina>has^shrunkcni!^^ 
Since the 90s, highlighted by the development and opening-up of the Pudong 
District in Shanghai, the Yangtze River Delta (YRD) Region has been riding on the 
fast track in terms of foreign capital utilisation and economic development The 
Guangdong Statistics Bureau has evaluated the overall economic development of the 
PRD Region against that of the YRD Region’ using 9 indicators: GDP per capita, 
growth of tertiary industry as a percentage of the GDP, the investment effect 
coefficient，proportion of state and collective enterprise employees who are scientists 
and engineers engaged in science and technology activities, number of invention 
patents acquired by state and collective enterprise employees, R&D funds as a 
percentage of the GDP, export reliance, proportioti of foreign capital in fixed assets 
investment, and total volume of idternatioiial lines taken up by state and collective 
enterprise employees through the "Five Networks’’（CHINANET，CHINAGBR 
UNINET，CNCNET and CMNET). -Assuming a^factor^oH 00 f o r t h e i^RD Regiotnnhe -
•CQmpQSite.irKiex�,0tec0n0mic‘clevel0pmeiU�0fMtl:i^?.,y.RILRegi_QCUSt0GKLat.88‘3«^nd 100“1松 
respectively辦in-1995 'and�2()()0()\ showing that the gap between the PRD and YRD 
Regions narrowed during the "Ninth Five -year Plan" period, with tlic former losing its 
traditional superiority. Upon further analysis, it caa be seen that the VRD-^Regionas^in. 
a-bettcr*po3itiorrtrmiT^the�PRD>tRegioiuiii4enns,�of,tedinolog’y，化 ducat ion-promot io ju 
„;^ jadJnnovation-culturerTegionaWmagenmcltadiatiflg""abilhy;reeoTiomic«4iinteriand’ 
:industrial,structure'and、enterprise'scalernffd“fffla,(ld'aT.^ ViCras^ lJ:)l)ment^ 4Ience, the 
•PRD Region is and will be facing serious challenges in its future development. The re 
厂is aruurgent…neecLto，;move«.towardst4he(fWnnovation-driven—stage”"and二renew^its 
�compet i t iveness ) ; 
2 
"Study on the sustaniable development of the Pearl River Delta Region" 
by Xu Xueqiang, City and Region Research Centre, Zhongshan University 
PRD needa change the economic mode to be 
I N N O V A T I V E I N D U S T R Y ’ 
The CIMTA devoted its efforts to the 
implementation of the l l ' " Five-Year Plan for 
China Tourism Development and put emphasis on 
the harmonious development of regional tourism 
and the promotion of tourism in western and 
northeast China. In the meantime, China seized 
the opportunity of being the host countty for the 
2008 Olympic Games to accelerate the 
construction of sports tourism products, such as: 
golf, skiing, mountain-climbing, etc. 
In the past 20 years, of opening up and reform, 
China has " transformed from a Big Tourism 
Kesource Countty to a Big Asian Tourism Country. 
In the first 20 years of the new century, China will 
try to achieve the historic transformation from a 
Big Asian Tourism Countiy to a Big World Tourism 
Country. . The World Tourism Organization 
forecasts that China will become the number one 
tourist destination and the fourth tourist 
generating countty by the year 2020. According to 
this forecast and the countiy's real situation, China 
National Tourism Administration has formulated 
"The Outline of the Long-term Aim for 2015 and 
2020". By the year 2020, inbound tourist arrivals 
to China shall reach 210 million, the international 
tourism receipts shall reach 58 billion US dollars 
and domestic tourism income shall reach 2,100 
billion RMB Yuan. The total tourism income shall 
surpass 2,500 billion RMB Yuan, taking 8-11% of 
the countiy's GDP. Tourism shall truly become a 
pillar industiy of the national economy of China. 
WTO Report 2004 
T O U R I S M A C T I V I T I E S ? ? 
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ECOTOURISM FOR FUTURE PRD DEVELOPMENT 
Under the market opening-ups and reformation, the tourism explosion has been happening in China 
as well. The World Tourism Organization forecasts that China will become the number one tourist 
destination by the year 2020. Responding to balance between the environment, economic growth 
and social culture, ecotourism should be Introduced instead of the mass traditional tourism. 
3.1 Principle of Ecotourism 
Ecotourism 
E C O T O U R I S M should be ideally be the subset of sustain-
able tourism and as well the responsible tourism. The focus of re-
sponsible tourism are the same as those of sustainable tourism in 
terms of environmental integrity, social justice and maximising lo-
cal economic benefit. The major difference between the two is that, 
in responsible tourism, all parties, government, local communities, 
NGOs and travellers are responsible for their actions and impacts, it 
is a kind of self-initiated protection for the 'beloved'. For sustainable 
tourism, parties are just expecting others to be responsible for sus-
tainable development. Responsible tourism must have interactions 
between all parties for the cooperation, investment and education. 
30 
3.1 Principle of Ecotourism 




7% 8 % 
North American Ecotourists: Market Profile and Trip Characteristics. Journal of Travel Research, spring 1995,2-10 
R E A S O N S for ecotourists participating the ecotour are most likely: 
(1) Understanding and experiencing the nature 
(2) Experiencing the different lifestyle 
(3) Making friends with people with same interests 
However, family pleasure should not be neglected in ecotourism. It is a 
reason for the junior ecotourists as the general public would like to spend 








































































资料来源:Fenncll & Smalc(1992) 
—般公众和/h态旅游蒋的差界的统计说佶度•为0.05 
b分似分布:1 =非常屯要;4 = 一点都不飛要 
C傲点/收获变》根掘对不同调 £^对象的_取耍祝庇降次排列 
source：生態旅遊 David A. Fennell,張凌云譯,p.41 31 

3.1 Principle of Ecotourism 
Urban Escape 
T O U R I S M is the expanding industry in the world, it also provides 
high financial potential for different sectors of job nature. Furthermore, 
urban people would like to go travelling in order to seek for a relaxation 
or enjoyment away from their busy lives. Ecotourism is an alternative 
tourism, through the nature appreciation, for seeking the leisure and 
enjoyment. 
traveller numbers 
1 500 000 000 
c 
Projection of market demand of nature-based tourism 
source: Zbigniew Bromberek, "Eco-resort planning and design for the tropics - p.8 
URBAN ESCAPE 







P r i n r i n i p of E c o t o u r i s m 
Ecotourism - Re 
r上古之入，其知道者，法於陰陽，飲食有節，起 
居 有 常 ， 不 妄 作 _ ， 故 能 彡 申 ‘ 而 盡 終 
其天年，度百歲乃法。」 
-黃帝內經 
REGIMEN is a kind of living style. According to the 
Chinese traditional book, 'Inner Canon of Yellow Emperor', 
it said that both the physical body 〔形〕and the spiritual 
mind〔夺申〕should stay healthy. 
•SSSSSSSSni 















M A I N attraction of the ecotourism is different from that of the tra-
ditional tourism, which is much focus on the facilities provided by the 
hotel/ hostel. The entertainment is overwhelmed by the machinery, 
such as roller coster in theme park. 
For ecotourism, local culture, flora and fauna are the main attrac-





^ M p plant 
invertebrate 
^ ^ decomposer 
A 
I I ^ B S S H macroinvertebrate 
3.1 Principle of Ecotourism 
Loss of Biodiversit 
OVERPOPULATION 
mnm 
t t f t t t t f f 
t f t i f f t t t 
DEFORESTATION POLLUTION CLIMATIC CHANGE 
F A C T O R S contributing to loss of biodiversity are: 
1. overpopulation 
2. deforestation (loss of habitats) 
3. pollution (air pollution, water pollution, soil contamination) 
4. global warming or climate change 
37 
3.1 Principle of Ecotourism 
Global Eco/Econ Condition 
门 n • 2-5 131 iD.a • aj-im ― 
I 1 a-J： O 5-10 • • a-ai H icq-an • 
Population Density projected 2015 
,(source： Poverty Mapping Urban Rural Population Database, United Nations Food and Agricultural Organization, 2QQS) 
.1,010 
_ 0 n o 
’ : • 12,000-30,00( 
ID6,000, U,000 圔300，I 
,圜3外6，_ •0*500 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per capital 2007 
Human Development Index 2007 
Jsour^UnlM NationsHaii _ 一二 
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South Africa 
Excedda biosphere's average 
capacity per person, 
high development 
<5 United States 
Meets minimum criteria 一 
for tustainability 
EMPLOYMENT SECTOR: 
LOW ECOLOGICAL FOOTPRINT 
< = > FARMING 
HIGH GDP CAPITAL 
< = > INDUSTRY/SERVICE 
= > NEW ACTIVITY • INTEGRATION OF 
FARMING + SERVICES 
Exceeds bioephere'b average capacity 
per person, low development 
眷 
World average biocapacity available per person, ignoring the needs of wild spec m Km* R^ iK»M «9!«i ma mm nm mm itxm mm wm mm nm mm mm iitwi wm tcm nm mm kmm mm * 
Within biosphere's average capacity 
per person, low dovelopment 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
• North America ® Middle East and Human Development Index 
參 Europe EU Centra! Asia Country population (coloured by region): Historical trends for named ©elected countries 
® Europe Non-EU 參 Asia-Pacific ‘. • 一 」 … — • . . ,•” … … ’ _ _ • … ( 2 0 0 3 dot coloured by r^ ion and sized by populatbn)-
_ Latin AmeTica and # Africa 
the Caribbean 
The Ecological Footprint and Human Development Index 2003 
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3.1 Principle of Ecotourism 
Parties 
APPRECIATION 
ecotourism activities could be 
Firstly, it provides a habitat for 
B E N E F I T S provided by the 
classified into 3 layers and parties 
the wild living, which as well as a platform for a eco-knowledge ex-
change between the eco-vistors. Those tourism activities taken by 
the visitors could allow the occurance of the financial potential to the 
community, such as equipping the hospitality skills or new job op-
portunities for the locals. 
TOURISM ACTIVITIES 
41 
3.2 Trend of tourism in China 
Ecotourism in China 
中华!A：民挺和困国家旅游周 
China Townsm Actministral:^ 
m 纖膽 
©DQQdqq @©®G®Q]_©DCD as 
.-- •猫 







text: 国家旅游局信息中心 (7 /11 /2008) 
http://www.cnta.gov.cn/html/2008-11 /2008-11 -7-16-48-18993一 1 .html 
E C O T O U R I S M has been emphasized in China. 2009 became 
the Ecotourism Year. Government tried to promote and inject the eco-
friendly and Green ingredient into the tourism industry. 
42 
3.2 Trend of tourism in China 




麵 i i n a 
•旅游收、 ^ - ^ m m m . 
. . . . -
预 计 K mit 年 . 
m m ^ m •邏：又淡' 
灘 擎.V^ 'it A 
2005年国内出游人数达Iji乙人次 
m ^ ••. ： ！ 銷 ] 
•同比相长 




过夜人数 4 6 8 1万人次 .1% 
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T O U R I S M industry in China has been in an increasing trend. 
However, the GDP capital is much concerned for the domestic travel-
lers, the travellers was counted as 12 billions, with 5,286 billions RMB. 
The domestic travellers could become the target for ecotourism in the 
future. 
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SITE FEASIBILITY STUDY 
SanShan is situated at Guangdong, the southern part of China. It is at the outskirt of Guangzhou 
and Foshan. Under the planning of Guangzhou-Foshan integration, SanShan becomes a critical 
area for the future development. Currently, it is 60% of lands are farmland. However, under the origi-
nal urban planning, all land uses have been changed, no more farmland existed. Could the current 
greenland be the element for ecotourism? 
Southern China 
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4.0 Site feasibility Study 
SanShan, Foshan 
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SanSl^n aerial Rhato 
E二 : : 3 Open Plaza 
Storage 
I I T Z S I Village facility 
0 3 3 Greenery 
M SanShan under planning 
4.0 Site feasibility Study 
Potential Site 
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1. isolated Island 
2. Logistic centre nearby 
3. Water resources availability 
4. Without confirmed planning 
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1. Natural Lotus Pond 
"2. Future Planning with recreational 
facility 
、3: Water resources availability 
Local community nearby after 
planning 
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URBAN STRATEGY FOR ECOTOURISM 
53 
tmwmm • • • • • 
is: 
5.0 Urban Modification 
Site Criteria 
Water network is essential 
to the activity of agriculture, 
abundance of water resources 
is necessary for the fertility of 
soil. 
Water Network in Sanshan 
Dense urban area should be 
far from the site of ecotour, 
which would affect the habitat 
of the biodiversity because of 
their fear of human. 
Commercial Activity in Sanshan 
/ , 
\ 
Accessibility is very impor-
tant to the tourism industry. 
Good network of infrastruc-
ture should be under consid-
eration. 
Road Network in Sanshan 
t 
Ecotourism is kind of recre-
ational activities for the travel-
lers. It could not only be part of 
the entertaining facilities, but 
also a part of the elements for 
the well-developed urbanity. 
Recreation in Sanshan 
J丨 
7 
Local community takes an im-
portant role for participating in 
the ecotourism. Involvement 
of locals judges the sucess of 
ecotourism. 
Local Community in Sanshan 
Topography determines the 
waterflow, running from the 
top level to the bottom level. 
Valley most likely takes the 
advantages of abundant wa-
ter resources 




Topography natural waterflow 
accumulated with the activ-
ity of the community, water 
resources would have varied 
quality. Thus, locals' conser-
vation of water should be ad-
vocated. 
M/aferf/ow in Sanshan 
After planning, migrants will 
settle at the middle part of 
SanShan, the region will be-
come a critical part for both 
communal and environmental 
reason. 
Community Participation in Sanshan 
The middle part is the converging 
point for the water network. Hu-
man activities to the water could 
also influence the ecological con-
dition of the area. 
IVafe厂 Network / Community in SanShan 
5.0 Urban Modification 
'Prosthetics'Desi 
The planned community is 
connected by the dense road 
network, heavy traffic cross-
ing in between the residential 
area. High carbon emission 
results, unfriendly living condi-
tion in the middle part. 
Planned road network & residential 
network at the middle 
part is designed to be knocked 
down, in order to form the view 
axis, perpendicular to the exs-
iting lotus pond and along the 
newly formed slreamway. 
Modified road network 
Program along the waterfront 
will be reorganized to enter-
tain both visitors and resi-
dents. Leisure and public fa-
cilities will be settled along the 
waterfront; the existing pond 
will be converted to be the al-
gae farm, which provides the 
biofuel to the community 
Program organization modified 
Instead of connecting with the 
heavy vehicular road network, 
bike network will be added for 
travelling within the commu-
nity. Two car parks are located 
outside the residential area, 
in where car could be rented 
for the residents for their long 
travels. 
Bike network connection 
modified leisure facility 
modified residential are 
modified public area 
modified supporting are 





6.0 Community Strategy 
Land Conscription 
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LAND CONSCRIPTION 
=> FARilLAWD - l a n d 暖 chaiifie 
=> LOCALS BECOil/iE JODL ESS (as farming is unique skill) 
=> LOSS OF IDENTITY 
=> LOW SELF ESTEE_ 
=> SOCIAL PROBLEM 
source:由海二山新城建設營理委員曾*Bf方網貞(http:Wwww.nhss.gov.cn/) 
V A L U E could be both economical but also cultural. The flower farmers in Guang 
Zhou needed to travel across the canal of SanShan for trading. It recognized the 
position of SanShan as the necessary passageway, acting as a Flower Harbour. 
The reason for flower ecotourism is SanShan is not only providing employment for 
locals and migrants, but also try to evoke the historical significance and cultural value 
of SanShan as a Flower Harbour through participating the ecotour. The ecotourism 
industry tries to record the history and reintrepret the flower industry for the modern 
society of SanShan. The Flower Port character could also be set as a label and po 
sitioning SanShan in China. 
6.0 Community Strategy 
Value of Flower in SanShan 
代，称的对作 现山，边出州之 是三道东州广将 则道通而广，也 村取经’到内州 陈须必一中对广 而必的之集山， ,都易镇是佛。区 
。地’交名常，道地 关产人弁业通销通缘。 有丼商花工，内路边区 山花的是手物转水个地 三的弁山大货后的一心 与代花三四然要为中 都古卖’国来’重作个 实是贩上全运工其山一 其村及史。是地加是三成 ,芳以历花里各山亦将变 源。，在产这从佛，山能 来村农’也，。在间 就 的陈花说地山口是之，里 花着的以本佛港常点开这 而靠弁可山是易常据打， 。边花此三北贸又易有通 外南植因，西外’贸没打 中，种。外的对物的通旦 名村近路此山的货要交一 驰芳附水。三要的重路但 ,着州的过，重口大陆’ 市靠广山为代最进两为区 花边’三不两国东于因地 州北地过亳清中 位上缘 广山产经港明是从山史边 三舟是花在又而三历个 
花其为州，一 的尤之广口 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
6.0 Communitv Strategy 
Ecotourism for communit 
farmland A 




work at ecotourism farmland 
60 
S E L F I D E N T I T Y is important to maintain the healthy commu-
nity. For flower ecotourism, even the farmlands they were previously 
working at are conscripted and excavated, they still can work at other 
farmlands when they moved to the social housing built by the govern-
ment. They still can utilize their unique and valuable skills on the farm-
land for ecotourism. The daily exercise and maintaining self emotion 
are also essential in regimen and as well as the local community. 
6.0 Community Strategy 
COMMUNITY WATER RESOURCES 
ACTIVITY 










Community and travellers' involvement to the environment 
S I T E for ecotourism with farming activity should be with 
abundant water resources and involvement of the local 
community. Rather promoting the environmental conserva-
tion to the tourist, ecological awareness should be advo-
cated to the locals. For the valley of the site, the converging 
point of the water network, could impact their daily agricul-
tural activities if they discharge sewage improperly to the 
stream. Thus, mutual relationship between water resources 
and human settlement, conservation of environment should 
be prompted in the ecotourism. 
6.0 Communitv Strategy 
Reasons for miqration 
from urban to rural 
from rural to urban 
15 25 3i of migrant labor 
Percent 
Statistics New Zealand. 2007 
R E A S O N for migration is the economic factor which high-wage job 
created in the new district. It is the same in SanShan, which the Guang-
zhou-Foshan integration provides high value position in the future.Basic 
economic theory tells us that labor tends to move from low-wage areas 
to high-wage areas. However, wages will decline in the area where more 
labor with same skills accumulates. Thus, maintaining financial sustain-
ability, diversification of job nature should be created. 
Tourism, perhaps is not an industry, but is to energize other industries. 
For an example of visit to Eiffel Tower in Paris, we do not visit the building 
itself alone, but spend time and money on the surrounding, such as shop-
ping mall, restaurant and hotel. Those income from activities are contrib-
uting to the primary, secondary and tertiary industry. As a result, tourism 
could be said as an integration and a motive power to other industries. 
Thus, it becomes a labour-intensive industry and creates many job oppor-
tunities, such as hospitality and leisure. For young people who are then 
encouraged to stay in local communities because of the employment op-
portunity related to their professionals. It also means the job nature is not 
















China Urban/ Rural Growth Populaiton 
tfi g g _ ^ 
S o O I o o o 8 
projsietBd-
• yrban Population Percentage 
• Itural Popu la t ion iPercentage 
source: Stratfor.com, April 2, 2007 
6.0 Community Strategy 
Tourism - Multiplier Effect 
Arts, Entertainment 
Accommodation 
& Food Services 
HOSPITALITY 
& RECREATION 
:Dean Runyan Associates, 
T O U R I S M not only creates jobs in the tertiary sector, it also 
encourages growth in the primary and secondary sectors of indus-
try. This is known as the multiplier effect which in its simplest form 
is how many times money spent by a tourist circulates through a 
country's economy. 
Money spent in a hotel helps to create jobs directly in the hotel, 
but it also creates jobs indirectly elsewhere in the economy. The 
hotel, for example, has to buy food from local farmers, who may 
spend some of this money on fertiliser or clothes. The demand for 
local products increases as tourists often buy souvenirs, which 
increases secondary employment. 
The multiplier effect continues until the money eventually 'leaks' 
from the economy through imports - the purchase of goods from 
other countries. 
Thus, tourism is not only influencing the tourists spot, but a motive 
to the district, even a city economics and employment situation. 
New Leisure Facility 
setup 
Create Job directly 
from new facility Sifptermtay business 
supply service 
More Companies are 
attracted to the area 
V 
Workers spend their 
income in the 
local area 
More Jobs are 
inducely created 
Area becomes a more 
popular tourist destina-
tion, increasing profit-
ability & revenue for 
re-investment 
Taxes spent on improving 




6.0 Communitv Strategv 
Tourism in SanShan 
64 
L A N D U S E change leads the 12,000 local farm-
ers to become jobless. Also, lots of migrants flow into 
SanShan, it leads the employment problem. If the job 
nature for them are the same, it still results the prob-
lem of low wage as labour are accumulated. Thus, di-
versification of job should be employed in SanShan. 
Tourism becomes the triggering point for energizing 
or introducing different kind of employment, including 
farming, manufacturing and services activities. 
In response to the local condition, the farming-based 
community, it is good to allow the flower farmers to 
utilize their expertise for the tourism industry for San 
Shan. However, the workforce would be reducing as 
the farmers getting elder. New workforce could be in-
troduced or gradually replaced by the migrants, as if 
they are interested in rural living. 
For other migrants with different background or quali-
fication, hospitility and recreation jobs could be intro-
duced to diversify the job nature in SanShan. 
Also, the local youths are encouraged to stay in the 
local communities for working the hospitality and rec-
reation job in respect to their expertise. It could keep 
the social harmony and be welcomed by the locals be-
cause of keeping the family distance and relationship. 
Although different parties would take different kind of 
job respective to their specific expertise, their relation-
ships are dependent, and working as partnership for 
the tourism in SanShan. 
ounsm ^[Resources] + [Process] + [Services】 
w orkman Sector A ctivities 
E rming 
New workforce for farming 
Flnwp.rdrvii^ 







6.0 Community Strategy 
Proaram flow 
P R O G R A M S are all generated from natural re-
sources in the ecological environment and those ac-
tivities are inter-dependence. Thus, visiting SanShan 
should be also inter-realted to the physical environ-
ment. Conservation of ecology triggers the idea of Ec-
otourism, travelling to and conserving the natural area 
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T H E M E of ecotourism of SanShan should be based on the locality, 
including the culture, climate and community. 
Local community could still keep their own culture and customs inside 
region of the ecotourism. The travellers' disturbance could be minimized 
and even beneficial to the local community, such as tour-related fee paid 
by the travellers. Apart from the benefits gained from tourism, the local in-
dustry could remain unchange. The income of the locality could be highly 
increased by the integrated industry. 
One of the reason for promoting Flower Ecotourism is provided that 
the farmer do not have other skills for earning living. Once the exist-
ing farmaind has been excavated and transformed to be the commercial 
area under future planning, those farmers suffered, becoming workless. 
Perhaps, some farmers accepted to retire after receiving the compensa-
tion, some still want to continue the flower farming, so as to retain the 
self-identity. 
Then, Flower Ecotourism could provide opportunities to them to take the 
related jobs. The financial potential will be much higher for traditional 
flower trading alone, it also provides a bio-region for the biodiversity. 
7.1 Hostactivity, 
Flower Market nearby 
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Currrej3tly, flower farmers in SanShan '^need to tra\/el a lon^ d i s - 、縱 ^ 略s 
'tance tbjransport their flowers and traUe with the,flower w h o l e : 广 ： , 
sellecsfjhere are only two main flower market near SanSKan.'!,广 ^ t 
However, the long travelling results high carbon emissiop and ， . 
cdnsbmptibn of energy Traditional trading practice^Jias -to be ‘ 、 : 
undergone transforririation in order to sustain the floraf'commu- ^ ‘ 
'nity in an eco-friendly approach. - ‘ ^ h \ 
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7.1 Host activity 
Miarant 
Total Population: 17,942 
(farmers: 12,295) 
NORTHERN DISTRICT VILLAGE 
Household: 323 
Population: 1147 
Workforce - Fishermen 
Quism ilM 
10X 
Planned Population: 180,000 
Migrant type?? 
Long transportation to Guangzhou Wholesaler Retailer 
， 1 
1 




-for flower farming practice 
GREENHOUSE 
-Controlled environment for plants' growth 
WAREHOUSE 
- a place for flower storing 
FLOWER MARKET 
- a platform for flower trading 
Bike Transfer Point 
-for flower delivery to Train Terminal 
Farmer trades with wholesaler Bike travel to Train terminal Train terminal Retailer 
72 
Keeping flower fresh as reducing the time and distance for the trans-
portation to the wholesellers. Also, the wholeseller could choose variety 
species of flowers. 
A ^ l 












7.2 Chanqing activity 
Farmers Size Farmland Size 
Fang Cun 
芳村 




1 2 , 2 9 5 
1 4 5 3 h a (before planning) 
0 h a (according to original planning) 
9 h a (reserved for ecotourism) 
F L O W E R M A R K E T in Fang Cun could be have larger advan-
tages than in SanShan, because of the larger size for flower farmland, 
and flower trading market supports the flower activities locally. After fu-
ture planning, the farmland in SanShan would highly reduced and farm-
ers tends to change their job career. The flower trading market is in a 
dilemma. 
9 
7.2 Changing activitv 
Farmina oractice chanaes 
T 
Traditional farming with pesticide Large amount of flower 
& nice looking 
考 




Organic farming practice 、 Z Small amount of flower 
& look less attractive 
M / ^ High value product 
produced, eg. perfume 
Easy traffic to transport 
the small-sized product 
Other crops planted 
for food 
New employment created 
(manufacturing/ service) 
H I G H V A L U E product, such as perfume, fragrance oil and herbal 
tea, those would be concerned with the body contact. Organic farming 
would be necessary instead of using pesticide, which may be toxic and 
cause allergy to human body. 
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7.3 Proqram for ecotourism 
Proaram for Visitors 
purpose character objective facility provided 
ECOTOURISM 
V I S I T O R S participating in the ecotourism could be in a new mode of 
llifestyle integrating with living, learning and working, which could be as 
a metaphor of a Campus Lifestyle. Visitors would work, live and learn in 
and for the nature. 
7.3 Proqram for ecotourism 
Self sustained communit 
i / L 里 姚 谈 
Food + Flower 
i T H ^ r a p y 
JkfpcrtahtL 
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i l m M i l i i ! ! 
Farmland as a bonding between trading market and ecotourism campus 
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7.3 Proqram for ecotourism 
Food Production 
飲 食 法 地 道 
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居 處 法 天 道 
黃 帝 內 經 
7.3 Proqram for ecotourism 
Food Production - rotation 
jan feb mar apr may jun jul ！ aug sep oct nov dec 
chrysanthemums 
JUNE 
C R O P R O T A T I O N is the one of the method to implement or-
ganic farming. It is used to control pests and diseases that can become 
established in the soil over time. The changing of crops in a sequence 


















BUILDING STRATEGY I j 
81 
8.0 Buildinq Strategy 
Sustainabilit 
CARBON FOOTPRINT MINIMIZATION 
CARBON NEUTRAL 
ENERGY 
GENERATION & PROVISION 
WATER 
SUPPLY 3Fte & PB^OFATION 
4 
WASTE 
DISCHARGE & RECYCLE 
OONSIRJCnON 
TECHNOLOGY & MATERIAL 
S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y for ecotourism should be maintained and several 
aspects for the building design should be under consideration in order to be an 
eco-friendly tourism: 
1. Energy and Water Supply 
2. Discharge of waste and emissions 
3. Construction technology and materials used in buildings and infrastructure 
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8.0 Building Strategy 











Shaping an Environmental self-sustain Community 
-Resources - Energy/Food 






row parallel to prevailing wind direction staggered arrangment 
Flow of air around a group of buildings 
source: Zbigniew Bromberek, Eco-Resoiis Planning and Design for the tropics, p. 103 
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8.1 Enerqv efficiency 
Passive desi 
m 
P A S S I V E design with efficient use of renewable energy can 
decrease dependency on unnecessary energy input. The carbon 
footprint can be minimized in the eco-friendly practice for ecotour-
ism. Apart from minimizing the need for using energy, increasing 
the efficiency of energy: (1) generation, (2) supply provision, and 
(3) possible recovery. While selecting the power generation sys-
tem, availability of spare space and expert repair services should 
be taken into account. 
However, for the passive design, should be first supported by ad-
equate site planning, including the topography of the site and the 
layout organization, addressing issues of cooling, ventilationand 
lighting. 
Energy source is another critical component for ecotourism. Re-
newable energy is favoured because of difficulties and costs re-
lated to acquiring conventional fuel supplies on a regular basis, 
transmission losses over large distance. Also, conventional die-
sel or petrol engine-driven systems, such as noise, vibrations and 
smells, are unhabitable to the wildlife, and lack of sense of the 
nature. 
For eco-lodges, energy for lighting and cooking are the primary 
demands. Power for ventilation, water heating, transportation 
needs come to the secondary. Thus the duration or period of time 
per day utilizing energy is necessary to be concerned. 
\ � 
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8.1 Energy efficiency 
Alaal biofuel 
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1 / 3 WATER LOSS 
C A R B O N F O O T P R I N T of embodied energy for water use is 
very high, which is the energy consumption from generation, delivery and 
disposal. Also, in most urban area, the wastage of water one-third comes 
from the water leakage during delivery. Thus, local water provision should 
be applied to minimize the carbon footprint for delivery and reduce the 
water loss as the local water resource is abundant. 
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8.2 Water manaqement 
Water 
PRECIPITATION 
@ • 一 眷 0 -
WAfER RETAINING LAND SURFACE VEGETATION WATER BODY RAINWATER COLLECTION X I 
w I I watet purification fertilize I
o © 







W A T E R ' S demand always exceeds supply in many areas of the world, and availability of clean water is limited. For the ecotourism, 
or even tourism, water is very important to maintain the comfort for the travellers. Thus, good water management is necessary, including, 
1. Capturing water from freshwater 
2. Storing water 
3. Reducing water consumption 
4. Redistributing water 
5. Preventing wastage 
There are two main sources of water: rainwater and grey water. Commonly, the resort can extend over large areas for rainwater catchment. 
Such area must be shaded against rapid evaporation. Roof is one of the easiest method to collect rainwater for further uses. Grey water 
can be harvested with separate grey water system. Those water could be effectively utilized for plants irrigation and toilet flushing 
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8.2 Water management 
Irriaation method 
SURFACE IRRIGATION - _ 
flow in order to wet it and to infiltrate into the soil 
and across the land by simple gravity LOCALIZED IRRIGATION - \Na\er is distributed under low pressure through a piped 
network, in a pre-determined pattern, and applied as a small discharge to each plant or adjacent to it 
FLOODING IRRIGATION FURROW IRRIGATION SPRINKLER IRRIGATION DRIP IRRIGATION 
Large amount of water is brought to the 
field and flows on the ground among the 
crops. In regions where water is abundant, 
flood irrigation is the cheapest method of 
irrigation. It should be applied only to fiat 
lands, otherwise, uneven distribution of 
water resulted. However, the water loss 
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Furrow irrigation is conducted by creating 
small parallel channels along the field length 
in the direction of predominant slope. Water 
is applied to the top end of each furrow and 
flows down the field under the influence of 
gravity. Water will still be evaporated along 
the furrow before infiltrated into the soil. 
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Sprinkler irrigation is a method of applying 
irrigation water which is similar to natural 
rainfall. Water is distributed through a sys-
tem of pipes usually by pumping. It is then 
sprayed into the air through sprinklers so 
that it breaks up into small water drops 
which fall to the ground. It is the same case 
as previous cases for the water loss due to 
evaporation. 
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Drip irrigation is a method which saves water 
and fertilizer by allowing water to drip slowly 
to the roots of plants, either onto the soil sur-
face or directly onto the root zone, through a 
network of valves, pipes, tubing, and emit-
ters. Due to the dripping action to the soil 
and as well the root of the plantation, large 
amount of water could be effectively deliv-
ered, eliminated the problem of evaporation 
of water. 
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8.3 Construction method 
Adobe (mudbrick) 
earth 




bock to the earth 
：肩蒙 
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B A C K to the earth, extracted materials from the local site could be 
the most eco-friendly approach for reducing the embodied energy of the 
materials, thus carbon footprint minimizing. Adobe mudbrick could be an 
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CASE REFERENCE FOR ECOTOURISM 
Ecotourism is a new trend in tourism activities. It is increasing especially in the developing countries. 
However, many of them are still in experimental process. Cases illustrated below may not be the 












































Entertainment/ Leisure Purpose〔休閭度假〕 
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Facility Dependent 
It is for recreation purposes, urban peo-
ple would commonly utilize those facili-
ties in cities; local culture is usually ne-
glected. 
Participating Experience〔參與體驗〕 
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© program Q operating movement — i n v o l v e m e n t 个 a A pathway 
Participant Involvement 
Participating the farming practice could 
be the best understanding of farmers' liv-
ing. But normally, the activities diversity 
is limited and the hospitality and hygene 
are poor in quality. 
_ ••••• ••• A: 
Pathway Driven 
It is just for nature appreciation purpose. 
The appreciation process is sequential 
according to the designed pathway. It is 
also a linkage between point to point. 
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9.1 Purpose of ecotouirsm 
Elements in Ecotourism 
Pathway 画 Aoooecmteoo 
(LINE) 
Facility 麵 Ketevoe 
(POINT) 
Partidpant in\/oh/ement 画 Inpact 
(FIELD) 
P U R P O S E of ecotourism could be interpreted as three architectural elements: point (fa-
cility) as the leisure; line (pathway) as the appreciation; and field (impact) as the inlovement. It is 
also true that points are connected by the line to give the impact to the community. 
For the three elements, it could act as a metaphor for the spatial organization of the park. Here, 
comparison among three different parks (Hong Kong Park: urban park; Lions Nature Education 
Centre: countryside park; Children's Grand Park: theme park) were made to see the feasible spa-
tial arrangement working in SanShan. 
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9.1 Purpose of ecotouirsm 
彻 K 画 聰 施 i m 
Aeoiaj oioto 
Kite  Aoea 
oooioam 
maooioi 
tite  tcaje 
ettimatioo 
Hong Kong Park 
Admiralty, Hong Kong 
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Lions Nature Education Centre 










Children's Grand Park 
Seoul, South Korea 
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Costa Rica overview and SERR location 
97 
C O S T A R I C A ’ s key component for growing tourism industry is ecotourism, particularly 
for its potential as a much needed alternatives means of economic return while providing a stimu-
lus for conserving natural resources. The Santa Elena Rainforest Reserve (SERR) is an on-going 
community-based project that seeks the symbiosis of development and conservation. The project 
served as an alternative for the local community, which their economic based on traditional indus-
try, such as agriculture and forestry, which could negatively impact the natural area. 
The Santa Elena Rainforest Reserve is a state owned non-profit reserve straddling the Continental 
Divide at an elevation of 1,700 m (5,600 ft.). Cloudier and wetter than the other reserve because of 
higher elevation. Contains 12 kms of trails (7 m.) and a canopy observation tower. 
9.2 studies 1 ： SERR in Costa Rica 
Santa Elena Rainforest Reserve 
Ecotourism Activity 
Agricultural Research 
9.2 studies 1 ： SERR in Costa Rica 
C O M M U N I T Y of Santa Elena established the SERR on a parcel 
of land that had been presented to the Santa Elena Agricultural High School 
by the Costa Rican government in 1983 on a 10-year lease, for students to 
conduct agricultural projects. But later, due to the difficulties of clearing the for-
est and because of severs climate, infertile soils and lack of resources, it was 
abandoned. On the contrary, high school made the decision to develop the 
school's land for ecotourism purposes and dedicated to environmental educa-
tion and conservation. 
The major objectives included: 
(1) addressing the school's problem of lack of financial resources; 
(2) addressing deforestation, which historically has seen local forests depleted 
through rural families' need to clear land in order to derive income from dairy 
farming; 
(3) providing Costa Rican and international students with a centre for practical 
rainforest study; 
(4) providing job opportunities and economic benefits for the community through 
an ecotourism project that would enhance their lifestyle and demonstrate the 
socioeconomic potential of conserving the natural environment in their area 
(5) construction of an interpretation centre and nature trail to provide Costa 
Ricans and tourists alike with educational information on rainforest conserva-
tion 
(6) provision of a further tourists attraction in the area that would directly ben-
efit the community 
(7) fostering a conservation ethic in the children of the high school and subse-
quently the community of Santa Elena 
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9.2 studies 1 ： SERR in Costa Rica 
GOVERNMENT 
monitor the development 




management of the protected 
initial zoning 
LOCAL COMMUNITY is coordinating a regional plan and have ini-
tiated land zoning controls, which is essential to the future management of the area. 
The school board established the Santa Elena High School Rainforest Foundation 
to assist in advising the management of the reserve. It is made up of a range of 
organizations, the Tropical Science Centre, Youth Challenges International, the Mu-
nicipality of Puntarenas, the Fathers' Association of the Santa Elena High School, 
the Administration Board of the High School, the Integral Development Association 
of Monteverde, the Volunteers, Investigation, and Environmental Development As-
sociation (VI DA). 
The Foundation's goals are to: 
- conserve the rainforest 
- manage the reserve and allocate profits to the high school 
- provide employment and income to the community 
- acquire more land to be protected in the reserve 
The Costa Rican Tourism Board (CRT) officially launchs 
the Certification for Sustainable Tourism during 1998 that will attack directly "greenwash-
ers". This will enhance the country's image as an authentic destination for naturalist tour-
ists, thus increasing considerably the competitiveness of our national tourism product. 
Four fundamental aspects of sustainability are evaluated through a questionnaire: 
1- Physical-biological parameters, evaluates the interaction between the company and its 
surrounding habitat; 
2- Infrastructure and services, evaluates the management policies and the operational 
systems within the company and infrastructure 
3- External clients, evaluates the interaction of the company with its clients terms of how 
much it allows and invites the client to be an active contributor to the company's policies 
on sustainability; 
4- Socio-economic environment, evaluates the interaction of the company with the local 
communities and the population in general ‘ 
After the evaluation and classification, the tourism company will be given a sticker with 
the logo and level of band achieved. 
The Ministry of the Environment (MINAE) is responsible 
for managing the protected areas system of the country. It includes all the national terri-
tory in addition to the protected areas, so that conservation as an integrated process is 
guaranteed. This integration is meant to coordinate with other agencies, including: 
The Governmental Forestry Administration (AFE), in charge of the conservation of the 
forestry resources of the country. The AFE manages with the National Fund for Forestal 
Financing (FONAFIFO). 
The Director General for Wildlife (DGVS) which plans, develops and controls the flora and 
fauna of Costa Rica. The DGVS manages the Wildlife Fund. 
The National Park Service (SPN) is in charge of the development and administration of 
National Parks, assessing in legal and policy issues to MINAE. The SPN manages the 






9.2 studies 1: SERR in Costa Rica 
Coffee tour 
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B E S I D E S the trail-walking and nature appreciation along the reserve, the com-
munity based activities could also be found in the SERR. It is a coffee tour for enter-
taining the travellers and as well as supporting the local community surrounding the 
Reserve. It is about farm-visit from explanation of the coffee cultivation to the appre-
ciation of coffeee and purchasing the coffee bean as a souvenir. 








role of students 
广• ^、 M 
Trade witn Travellers Farmer Tour Guide 
-agriculture intoduction 
-cultural/ customs introduction role of locals 
R E S E R V E can become a 'living classroom', it is the general aspiration. It should 
be programmes for grade school, high school and university students, civic groups and 
tourists from Costa Rica and elsewhere. The start of this will be the local high school, 
where the reserve will become an integral arm of the traditional school system by 
teaching ecology and natural history in the park itself. Also，the curriculum of the high school has been expanded to include English, biology and hospitality courses, boost-
ing opportunities for graduates to work as guides within the reserve. 101 
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9.3 ca se studies 2: Central Park in U.S. 
Central Park in Manhattan 
C E N T R A L P A R K is a large public, urban park in the heart of Manhattan in New 
York City. It hosts around twenty-five million visitors each year. The Park initially designed to 
provide an equal opportunity for a free and healthy natural environment for those wh could 
afford neither the time nor the money for an excursion ito the countryside. Frederick Law Olm-
sted (the architect) stated the primary mission of the Park: 
"It is one great purpose of the Park to supply to the hudreds and thousands of tired workers, 
who have no opportunity to spend their summers in the country, specimen of God's handiwork 
that shall be to them, inexpensively, what month or two in the White Mountains or the Adiron-
dacks is, at great cost, to those in easier circumstances.“ 
103 
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9.3 ca se studies 2: Central Park in U.S. 
Sunken transverse road system 
A F T E R 
7 : 0 0 P M 
104 
R O A D systems inside the Central Park are all sunken. When travellers inside the park 
is rarely observed the existence of the transverse road, as it is ususally screened behind the 
plantings. The vegetation screens out the crosstown traffice below, freeing the Park visitors 
from noise of the city. Also the Park drive are usually used by the joggers, cyclists and skate-
boarders especially on weekend and in the evening after 7:00pm, where the automobile traffic 
is banned within certain period of time. 
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PATHWAY are separated into three parts, the pederian walkway, the carriage drive, 
and a bridle trail. Those separated roads ensured that each mode of transportation would 
have the ability to regard each other without danger of mixing traffic. However, at that moment, 
the design of the separted road system unintentionally reinforced the class divison. Horse for 
recreation tends to be the entertainment for the middle-class, while the working classes were 
0 门 foot. 
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S H E E P inhabited the meadow from 1864 until 1934 in the Sheep Meadow, it is also 
the origin of name. The purpose of keeping sheep inside the Central Park was because of 
aesthetic and also practical reason. To the designers, nothing was more representative of the 
pastoral aethetic than a flock of grazing sheep on meadow. On the practical side, the sheep 
were the most cost-effective way to mow and fertilie the lawn. Also the sheep provided the 
Park with lambs, breeders and wool. However, the meadow has been changed to be the place 
for holding popular mass events 
human 
9.3 case studies 2: Central Park in U.S. 
Seasonal water activities 
different activities in different season 
boat paddling in The Lake 
：志BK ice-tjatioi  io tie  Kaje 
tvimmioi  io Katjeo  Kooj 
W A T E R , s edge gives the promise of adventure to the visitors, the rustic boat could 
be rent inside the Park for the appreciation the biodiversity and the water amenity. Also, 
the Lake in the Pastoral Park not only served the purpose for wildlife appreciation, but also 
transformed into the ice rink during winter time. Also, at the northern part of Central Park, 
Lasker Rink and Pool is a large ice skating rink which converts to an outdoor swimming 
pool in Summer and serves the neighboring communities. 



























9.4 case studies 3: Farminq pleasure in China 
F A R M I N G Pleasure is a kind of leisure for tourism. The trend in China is in-
creasing and could be found in many suburban area. K is not only a leisure for travelers, 
it is also beneficial to increase the income of the farmers. However, the principle or the 
original idea for the enjoyment of rurality could not be properly achieved in many cases. 
It is important to learn a lesson from those cases to help to be aware for proposed eco-
tourism in SanShan. 
9.4 case studies 3: Farming pleasure in China 
Chon Zoumazhen〔重慶走馬鎮〕 
110 
Z O U M A Z H E N located in Jiulongpo, Chongqing. The village was established 
in 1994. The total land area is 29.9 km^ with population 21,000. The industry is based 
on agriculture and catering sen/ices. Recently, more and more people participated the 
Farming Pleasure here, the agrotourism becomes another important income to the lo-
cal farmers. In 2007, there were 1,000,000 travelers going to visit the village, giving the 
travelling income around five millions dollars. 
9.4 case studies 3: Farminq pleasure in China 
Survey result 
Age Group Distribution 
Traveler Education Level 
Occupation 
— 2 1 -35 
l ~ ~ ] 36-45 
m Other 
Youngsters are the main target, not 




Groups of high education level 











The tourism has the diversified 
participants realing that the 
activities should also be diversi-
fied to attract the participants 
Day Spent 
Operator Education Level 




Day spents are quite short, because 
of the limited entertainment facility 
and the lack of diversity. 
WtKk below junior middle school 
I I above junior middle school 
The education level of the operators 
are quite low 
Most of the operators (73%) are farmers, but ony 9% has the business 
running experience. Also, there are no one has received the hospitality 
and computing training. Furthermore, there are only 3% runners under-
stand The Standard of Administration and Service in Country Inns and 
Restaurants'(農家樂經營服務規範).Travelers comment that the hospi-
tality and services quality are not good; The facilities including accomo-
dation and recreation are fair; hygienic quality is poor. These makes the 
poor reputation and reduces the chance for re-visit. 
data from: http:/Avww.nongjiayuan.org/njljy/ccizmpnjkz.html 111 
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studies 4: Wetland Park in Hong Kong 
Wetland Park 
W E T L A N D P A R K is a conservation, education and tourism facility, lo-
cated at the northern part of Tin Shui Wai, in Yuen Long. It was to be an ecological 
mitigation area (EMA) for the wetlands lost due to Tin Shui Wai New town development. 
The Hong Kong Wetland Park comprises a 10,000 square meter large visitor centre, 
Wetland Interactive World, and a 60-hectare Wetland Reserve. The Wetland Interactive 
World has themed exhibition galleries, a theatre, a souvenir shop, an indoor play area 
(swamp adventure) and a resource centre. 
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9.5 ca se studies 4: Wetland Park in Hong Kong 
Location of facility & pathway 
Appreciation Facilities 











Si ^ Visitor Cenft i'^r 
T ‘�‘ V I S I T O R C E N T E R 
at the'entrance plays the major role of the Wetland 
Park. K attracts most of pepple to stay inside f6,view the galleries and play the interactive 
games, It makes the outsi^ wetland at^become just the habitat of the wildlife. If no 
anv Dhvsical exDerience in the naturaytfwonment, it lost the meaning of Wetland Park 
any physical experience in the naturaypfSfonm^nt, it lost the meaning of Wetland Park 
even there is a trail. If no anyW^^^Darticipation, it makes the architecture become in-
dependejit and distinct from th^Mture. Thi%Jtfs necessary to balance the the essence 
of architecture itself and and th^pathwajt^ng the environment. 
9.5 case studies 4: Wetland Park in Hong Kong 
Facilities 
、 . . 
SITE DESIGN 
Good site design for ecotourism activities is vital to the success. The design should be utilised the 
potential of the site including the preservation of the eco-area, articulation of certain human artifact 
and also, integration of the local culture. 
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10,0 Sketch design 
Sketch Desi 
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4 PARTIES need to be incorporated: 
1. Commumty ' iexisitmg+migranis 
2. Tourists 
3. Wildlife 
, ,. ‘........ ... ；.• 
Koovicioi a coexisting bioregion to those 
parties: 
a, acts as communal space to public 
b, leisure for tourists 




S I T E is intended to be divided into 2 parts: 
busy & quiet area. Busy area should be associ-
ated with the trading market or related activities; 
quiet area will be a retreat for the visitors for living 
and learning. Also, 'line' is created to connect the 
surroundings and becomes 'points'for facilitating 





Conserve Natural Environment 
Resources Discharge Urban 
Energy Food Wastewater Organic Layout Accessibility 
wastes 




2 main Consideration for Ecotourism 
1. Enviromental Conservation 
2. Social Sustainability 
122 
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wetland formed in the bottom part 
,school farm and community farm-
land serving visitors and locals 
V 嘴 I P � � ? 
island shaped to provide the channel 
for sea transport 
I/、！;〜 “ “ “ 、 -
leisure programs are integrated to 
the site design serving different pur-
poses to the community and visitors 
T O P O G R A P H Y would be reshaped to cater the ecotourism activities and 
landscape amenity. Also, the reshaped topography is also essential for the access 
and visual axis. Above study model is telling a story of the reconfiguration of the 
site design process. ‘ 
_ 
open space introduced in the middle 





I ； ? ; 
'mm 
aichitcctuiG in Iho silo is (Icmoiv 
strated as the earth sheltered design 
in order to minimize the visual impact 
SITE design can be classified into 4 layers and elements, saying 
point, line, surface and volume, In order to design the large site, 20 hect-
ares, visual attraction should be made in order to locate oneself in the 
site. However, massive or iconic buildings may ruin the site expression. 
Thus, several points-follies are instead to locate along the view axis. 
Those points are connected by the line (different means of accessibility)-
pedestrian path, bike path and wetland trail. The site topography is re-
shaped for the landscape. Volume, the earth shetlered architecture are 
designed to integrate with the activities serving the locals and visitors. 129 
10.3 Site Reshaped 
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E C O T O U T I S M should be in a cycle and complete sequence flow in order 
to maintain the environmental balance and social engagement. The considetation 
should be included two main criteria- (1) resources and (2) wastes discharge. It 
could be a linkage among site accessibility, resources generation and site program 
relationship. 

10.3 Site Reshaped 
Site Section 
丨:::'丨丨.丨 ——IV-A „„,„ . : . ~ ~ 、 l i i i r r i k _ — i r ^ " i J I — Urban Park with Bar, chess playing area etc for entertaining 
e community Sports Zone for Teenagers'gathering after school Rowing Boat activities for recreation purposes 
10.4 Phasing 
Action Plan 
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BUIDLING DESIGN 
Architecture for ecotourism should be sustainable and less visual impact to the surrounding. The 
program or function of it should be engaging with the surrounding landscape and enhancing the 
social network. Earth- sheltered architecture is demonstrated as an example for ecotourism with 
environmental and social sustainabilty. 
11.1 Earth shietered architecture 
Earth Sheltered Architecture 
Berm-style 
Location: 
It is built on flat land or 
to form own mountain. 
very small hill and earth-covered 
Facade/ Building configuration: 
One face open and three faces covered. It could have 
covering from side to side and the top only, leaving the 
home open in the front and rear, a "see-through home". 
Atrium-style 
Location: 
This type of home is normally lower than the 
road elevation, so that the top of the house is earth-level 
or slightly above the road in order to put a garage and 
second entrance to the house on top of the house. This 
would also enable to the top of the house to be used as a 
second play area, as a covered porch, or as a garden. 
Facade/ Building configuration 
It is normally configured in some type of a Ushape. 
It could also be called a "courtyard" style. There could be 
a literal courtyard, or it may be a private enclosed area 
with a swimming pool. 
Elevational-style 
Location: 
日evational design is an Earth Sheltered Home 
that is built into the side of a hill, which is 
normally larger than the home. 
Facade/ Building configuration: 
This type of green home often has only one side open and 
three sides and the top covered. It is the most energy-ef-
ficient design because there is more thermal mass (more 
dirt) surrounding the home. 
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Rolling topography. 
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PLAN PERSPECTIVE CROSS SECTION 
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11.1 Earth shietered architecture 
PftlME 
CHARACTER TYPE SITE 
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BACKFILLED EARTH FOR PLANTING 
Concrete Water Barrier 
Placing a concrete layer 300mm below the soil's surface. The backfilled 
earth can still be used for planting. 
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Site Drainage can be simply by elevating the soil above the cave dwell-
ing site and grading the earth downward toward the sides. However, 
soil may be collapsed after a few months. Frequent maintainence or 
reshaping is necessary. 
On the other hand, Compacting soil can also achieve the water proofing 
because of decreasing its permeability. 
TRENCH 
Drainage Trench 
Constructing the drainage trenches for guiding the rainwater down to 
the earth rather than staying on the ground. Otherwise, the dwelling 
would be collapsed with the landslide. 
COMPACTED EARTH 
GRAVEL LAYER FOR DRAINAGE 
PLASTIC FILM 
COMPACTED EARTH 
Plastic Film Water Barrier 
Placing a layer of plastic sheeting 400mm beneath the surface with a 
layer of pebbles above it to serve as a water filter. 
11.1 Earth shietered architecture 
Ventilation 
Self Rotating Wind Catcher 
The most effective ventilation solution to promote air circulation is to construct a verti-
cal shaft, 1 metre a c r o s s , that leads from 5 metres a b o v e the s u r f a c e of 
the earth and extends down behind the cave unit to end in a 1x2-metre o p e n -
ing at the innermost part of the room close to the floor. 
Intense heat within the cave's patio causes the air there to rise and 
be replaced by air f rom adjacent rooms. When the shaft is installed in the 
cave air travels from opening at the top down into the cave dwelling. The air then 
leaves the room via an open window, passes through the patio, and rises away from 
the dwelling. 
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11.1 Earth shietered architecture 
Alternative Ventilation method 
*.，‘ • 
,一 、 
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a. Circulation across units b. Simple interior circulation Extended interior circulation 
m. 
； 
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d. Rear connecting corridor 
and shafts for air circulation 
3 
e. Cross ventilation f. Circulation on two floors 
J 
c 
g. Circulation beneath the floor 
(Solar Chimney) 
c 
h. Suspended divider circula-
tion (Solar Chimney) 
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Lengthy shaft for cooler air j'.'ileiig't'l^ i/.法•沾.Wilfi'Wi^ i'W，. body for evaporative cooling 
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k. Shaft with l6wer-tb-upper 
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m. Circulation beneath the 
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Sunpath diagram of Foshan 
11.1 Earth shietered architecture 
Bactoot Considered 
A. Latitude of the site: Foshan: +23.03 
B. Depth of Courtyard 
C. Cave dwelling orientation 
D. Length of the cave 














11.2 Climate responsive design 
Climatic Zone 
Non-permanent Ice 
l ^ f f i Tropica! wet and dry [Arid | Humid subtropical 
國 
Bvmic Kvctoooicaj Climatic Zone 
It is characterized by high rainfall and high humidity. The tempera-
ture is relatively high around 30-35°C and is fairly even during the 





Since the monsoon season in Guangzhou spans from April to Sep-
tember, the summer prevailing wind could be classified as mainly 
from the monsoon wind as well. Thus, for reducing the solar heat 
gain and enhancing the air movement, the building orientation 
should be facing the wind direction to the south-east for natural 
ventilation for reducing the humidity indoor. 
Apart from the monsoon wind, the rainfall is still heavy during 
monsoon season. Thus, waterproofing or necessary rainfall runoff 
should be handled. 
major global winds 
with air movement 
“ 二 二 二 二 — r ： - - - ^ oKiK 
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卜 ^ 二 互 
V 二二 」 
with heal radiation 
10 20 
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I 
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Relative humidity 
Factors determin the Comfort Zone 
A. Air Temperature 
B. Temperature of the surrounding surfaces (radiant heat) 
C. Relative Humidity 
D. Air Velocity 
10 15 20 25 30 
Air temperature 〇〇 
z 
f 
I f z / / z \ i ! 1 J 10 15 20 25 30 
Temperature difference 
Kvoeace Consideration 
Research shown that the temperature between air and surface 
should not be more than 10-15°C. It is more valid for the ceiling. It 
is a reason that roof receives the greatest amount of solar radiation 
and re-radiates most heat at night is a further reason for an impor-
tant roof design. 
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11.2 Climate responsive design 
Thermal Comfort 
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Wind follows topography 
For the urban settlement, the locations are much preferred where 
the effect of cool airflow can be utilized. Normally, the high altitudes 
and locations provides a much frequent and cooler wind. Also, blow-
ing over the water body can result the drop of wind temperature. 
V ' i 1 
Wind Catcher for enclosed space 
Wind catcher is to capture and redirect the unobstructed cooler 
wind at a high level and channel it to the areas in the bottom parts. 
The opening of the wind catcher should be preferred facing to the 
prevailing wind for drawing the cool air downwards. 
Wind flow inside the sloped chamber 
Similar to the sloped site topography, wind will also true to climb 
up along the sloped chamber due to the stack effect providing the 
natural draft. It provides the natural ventilation inside the chamber 
and thus reducing the operation cost for air-conditioning. 
Raised Floor for ventilating the space underneath 
Direct Contact with the ground does not provide cooling as tge temperature of the 
shaded sirface is about equal to the mean air temperature. Certain cooling could 
also by conduction for barefooted person. Thus, raised floor for ventilating the 
space underneath provides the cooling effect for the indoor space. 
11.2 Climate responsive design 
Indoor Space Thermal Comfort 
11.2 Climate responsive design 
Indoor S Thermal Comfort 
Double skin roof with two light layers 
The outer skin shades the inner layer and reflects as much solar radia-
tion as possible. The accumulated heat between the two skins must be 
removed by ventilation. 
Suitable in warm-humid climate, reduces the heat load in daytime and 
allows quick cooling at night. 
Double skin roof with heavy thick layers 
Principle is similar to the left one. But the thicker inner layer is for keep-
ing the indoor night temperature at a higher temperature than outdoor. 
Thus, it is mainly for hot-arid zones. 
Precipitation Runoff 
Since the climatic zone provides heavy precipitation, for allowing 
the easy construction for waterproof, pitch roof.should be preferred 
for allowing the rains to runoff. 







Solar Radiation Mitigation with Green Roof 
Research above revealed that the green roof can effectively reduce the 
solar gain compared with the bare concrete roof. Also, the flutuation of 
roof temperature is much constant. 
Problem of Green Roof in Subtropical Climate 
=> Soil with high thermal mass 
=> Good thermal insulation 
=> Heat emission at night is reduced 
=> Heat accumulated under roof should be removed 
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11.3 Roof design 
Solar Miaation - Green Roof 
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11.3 Roof design 
Green Roof Stud HHS Confiauration 
High Rise 
mmm^. 
Longitudinal Earth Covered 
SLRXrt I Living i 
書zz•崩 
Atrium Pitched Roof 
Green roof for the high dense 
urban area for simsnity and 
stormwater management. 
Green roof could be highly ex-
posed to sunlight in linear con-
figuration. Thus, solar radiation 
could be effectively reduced 
than that in high-rise situaiton 
The layout of the building is nor-
mally located the living room or 
the room require much sunlight, 
facing to the south direction. 
The space of the atrium formed 
surrounded by the living room, 
will be heated up and driving the 
prevailing wind to the courtyard 
The pitch roof is necessary for 
the heavy rainfall area because 
of the rainwater runoff and much 
simple water proofing design. 
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11.3 Roof design 
Roof Geometry Defined 
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11.3 Roof design 
Reshaped X Roof Profile 
r'/?，MINIMIZING the vIsuaMmpact to the surrounding landscape, the building 
is^B^monstrated as an example of the earth-sheltered architecture. Thus, th 







Conclusion for Building Configuration 
1. Longitudinal geometry for maximal solar exposure 
2. Living room orientated to South direction 
3. Pitched roof for rainwater runoff 
4. Roof facing to the prevailing wind bringing heat away 
5. Courtyard integrated to drive natural ventilation 
6. Double Ventilated Roof for removing heat trapped 
(may not be suitable to this case because of the free-form roof silhouette, resulting difficult 
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11.4 Social sustainability 
Social Sustainabilit -Kociaj Katoiv 
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11.4 Social sustainabiljty. 
Site Axis x Proqram Distribution 
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11.5 Buildinq Design 
Core Buidlin 
The core building in the urban park could be classified into 3 layers: 
A. Roof: As the extension of the surronding landscape 
B. Path: Accessibility to the community 
C. Internal Space: Functional engagenient 
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Green Roof Configuration 
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11.5 Building Design 
Leisure Landscaoe Roofto 
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building and living with earth I Orlando Romero and David Larkin ； photography by Michael 
man. 
Architecture in a climate of change : a guide to sustainable design B Peter F. Smith. 
Back to earth : adobe building in Saudi Arabia B William Facey, with and introduction by Prince Sultan bin 
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Ecotourism for Naturbanization 
The thesis questions the scenario for the necessity of urbanization of the rurality in China. Or perhaps, 
keeping it as the natural area, with the ideology of 'naturbanization', attracting urban people to migrate to 
here as if they would like to work, live in the self-sustained community in the natural environment. 
Under the financial tsunami and environmental crisis, it is time to have reflection on the green lands' potentia 
for designing the future development. They could have the value to promote ecotourism to attract urban 
people and shape the self-sustained community under 'naturbanization'. 
SanShan, located in between the urbanized Guangzhou and Foshan, the last piece of green land becomes £ 
very crucial part for future PRD development after the integration planning of these two urbanized townships 
Therefore, the question is how to develop this piece of potential green land serving 35 million people 
(21 million residents and 14 million of floating population). The thesis is a demonstration of ecotourism as a 
strategy for shaping the sustainable community in the eco-valued land. The eco-island could be shaped to 
be the new image and idenitiy of SanShan 
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